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THIS YEAR WE …

MCHE 
maintains 
a strong 
financial 
position 
thanks to:

 IMPACT
Annual Report  |  Fiscal Year 2022

IN REFLECTING ON THE LAST YEAR, I am proud to report 
that, by all measurable outcomes, MCHE has just concluded its most successful year in the 
organization’s history. Thanks largely to the presence of the exhibition Auschwitz. Not long 
ago. Not far away. in our community and our very public-facing year of delivering content, 
MCHE has exponentially expanded our audience, reaching learners not only throughout 
the Midwest in record numbers, but nationally and internationally as well.

As we look forward, we are uniquely poised to have an enormous impact in our 
community and throughout the Midwest. In the next year we will be seeking to maintain 
that reach while balancing our vision of the future and embarking on the largest content 
creation project in our history.

 Jessica Rockhold, Executive Director

Enjoyed our first gathering of 
survivors in nearly 2 years at 
the Auschwitz exhibition’s special 
private viewing event for survivors 

and their families. We were 
joined by 17 survivors.We are featured in all these delicate 

sorrows — an Emmy-nominated 
documentary produced by Kansas City 
Public Television which tells the story 
of our local survivors leaving 
Europe after the war and making 
Kansas City their home. 

Joined in person for Yom Hashoah for the first time in 2 years.

Marked 108 survivor 
birthdays including a  

101st birthday for  
Eva Hartwich and a 

100th birthday for  
Eta Mandelberger.

the support of our members, 
with the highest membership 
total in our 29 years.

+
a Legacy Donation of 
$50,000 for the Endowment 
from Union Station Kansas 
City in honor of our partnership.

&

EVA HARTWICH

ETA MANDELBERGER

M I D W E S T  C E N T E R  F O R  
H O L O C A U S T  E D U C A T I O N 
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Over 318,000 attended from all 50 states, including  

over 25,000 students in a school year disrupted by Covid.

AUSCHWITZ 
Union Station Exhibition by the Numbers

THIS WAS A YEAR DOMINATED by the presence of the 
Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. exhibition in our community — a unique and 
special partnership with Union Station Kansas City. 

20 renowned presenters  
and an additional  

60 educational and 
commemorative events  
in association with the exhibition.

Included a special exhibition 
preview for local survivors 
and a special exhibition 
event for the Chevra of the 
Generations — children and 
grandchildren of Holocaust survivors.

Supported a special exhibit presented by the Kansas City Public Library over  
8 weeks in the autumn of 2021.

PICTURES OF  
RESISTANCE 
The Wartime Photography of 
Jewish Partisan Faye Schulman
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 MCHE REACH
July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2022

$120,000 in membership 
income from over 400 Individual  
and Organizational members,
the highest membership total ever in  
MCHE’s 29-year history.

Our goal for 2023 is to  

double membership  
to 800 individuals.

Direct participation in MCHE educational programming from the  
U.S. and internationally.

Youtube: 

408,100 views  
for 96,900 hours  
of watch time  
(7,052% increase).

Facebook:

26,294 page reach  
(73% increase).

Website: 

131,849 page views  
(40% increase).

ONLINE REACH

PHYSICAL REACH

California
Colorado
Florida
Illinois
Kansas

Louisiana
Maryland
Michigan
Missouri
Nebraska

New Hampshire
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
Ohio

Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Utah
Virginia

Australia
Austria

Canada
Germany

Ireland
Peru

South Africa
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom

“One of the core ideas 
in the entire project 
was that the stay of 
the exhibition in each 
city could transcend 
the walls of the hosting 
institution and go 
beyond the two hours 
that, on average, takes visitors to go 
through our narrative. 

Conceived precisely for that purpose, 
the Speakers Series created by MCHE 
has been one of the most powerful and 
meaningful ever put together. It did 
not only reach an incredible number 
of people, but also allowed visitors to 
deepen their knowledge on Auschwitz 
and the Holocaust and also learn 
from fields that we could not touch 
profoundly in the exhibition.”

—LUIS FERREIRO
DIRECTOR – CEO, MUSEALIA
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Midwest Center for Holocaust Education
5801 West 115th Street, Suite 106
Overland Park, Kansas 66211-1800

J.E.D.I. Award Recipient
Justice – Equity 

Diversity – Inclusion
Perspective Group, LLC

Lawrence, KS

PROGRAMS 
And Looking Ahead

AS WE LOOK AHEAD, we are uniquely poised to have 
enormous impact in our community and throughout the Midwest. 

Developed new Ethics and the 
Holocaust workshops and delivered 3 
— to a student audience,  
a faith community,  
and a law  
enforcement  
group.

Celebrating our 30th anniversary 
in 2023 and are in the early stages of a 
project that will honor our local survivors.

Began initial scanning and cataloging of the 
New American Archive with the help of  
2 Service Learning students from the Jewish Studies 
Program at KU.

Presenting sponsor for Surviving  
Hitler, a new play based on the 
book by Andrea Warren about MCHE’s 
co-founder, Jack 
Mandelbaum, to 
an audience 
of over 900.

Marking the 60th anniversary 
of the dedication of The Memorial to the 
Six Million.

Enrolling learners for MCHE’s  
first Europe study program.

Embarking on the largest content 
creation project in our history, 
serendipitously timed to support the 
recently passed Holocaust Education 
Mandate in Missouri.

Held inaugural Operation Barbarossa Commemoration — a new 
annual commemoration which acknowledges the unique experience of the Holocaust in the 
East and seeks to recognize the experiences of our Russian-speaking survivor community. 

IN THE MIDST OF ALL OF THIS PROGRAMMING  
we were still developing new resources and programs, many of which will be with us 
for years to come.

“Last year, our Ethics class worked 
with Dr. Shelly Cline at MCHE to 
write an ethics scenario that focused 
on exploring (and critiquing) themes 
of antisemitism in social media. It 
was such a wonderful experience to 
collaborate with Dr. Cline and hear 
the feedback she had for our students’ 
work! This year, we plan to partner 
with MCHE during our unit on 
the Ethics of Responsibility and our 
study of Hannah Arednt! Our class is 
already super excited!”

—DR. MOREY WILLIAMS  
DIRECTOR OF HUMANITIES 

SION HIGH SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

“We at Kansas Wesleyan University 
were very fortunate to have guest 
Holocaust survivor speaker Dr. 
Judy Jacobs present her story at our 
annual Holocaust Remembrance and 
Genocide Awareness event in April 
2022, courtesy of the Midwest Center 
for Holocaust Education. This event, 
open to students and community 
members alike at no cost, is an 
excellent way to share firsthand the 
history of the Holocaust. We are very 
grateful to MCHE for sharing this very 
finite resource with us.”

—DR. MIKE RUSSELL 
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY 

KANSAS WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY


